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From the Bench
By Mike Denest

VRCS Elections
Our constitution calls for officer elections every two years with the position
of president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary/newsletter editor open
for nominations. The elections will be held in November but information on
who is running for office will be available in the next issue of The Vintage
Flyer before the election. Think about running for an office and helping VRCS
to continue being a great organization.
Events
It’s the middle of the flying season and VRCS events are being held around the country. If you haven’t attended
one, you’re missing out on the camaraderie and enjoyment of flying vintage RC airplanes. Check out the schedule
on the VRCS events page online or the Vintage Flyer newsletter.
VRCS Publicity
Publications like Model Aviation, Model Airplane News and others provide space for their readers to share their
projects. Consider submitting several pictures of you and your pride and joy for publication in the magazines.
Provide a description of your model and what interested you in building the design. Also mention that you’re a
VRCS member.
For a number of years now, Bob Noll has written a bi-monthly column (Vintage Viewpoint) and articles for Model
Aviation covering the history of radio control and how it was so long ago. When I receive the MA issue with Bob’s
column, the first page I go to is his narrative on the way it was. It’s always an enjoyable read and even though I’ve
been in this hobby since age thirteen, it’s nice to read about and recall the events and developments in the hobby
we enjoy today. Thanks Bob!
Mambo Matters
I’m still plugging along on the Mambo project. It’s covered and I’ve put a few coats of dope on it. I’m getting
ready to start the masking for the color scheme as mentioned on the Sterling plans. Wow, 90% done and 90% to
go! I hope to have it ready for EC member Jeff Troy’s event in Lancaster, PA in August.
VRCS Apparel
Calleo Apparel is our supplier for shirts, hats, patches and anything else VRCS related. Shirt and hat information
can be found in the Vintage Flyer information page. You need it, we got it. Order your items directly through
their website www.calleo.com or call them at (800)272-1677. Be sure to mention VRCS when you order.
Help Needed
We STILL need a volunteer to take over the reigns as webmaster from Norm Berger wishes to retire after many
years of service to VRCS. IT skills are needed to manage the VRCS website and the database. If you have
experience in web design, that’s a plus. For your efforts, your VRCS membership is free for the duration of your
position. Contact Norm or myself for more information.
See you at the field,

Mike
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VP’s Voice
By John Haffner
Is it hot enough for you? I don’t know about your weather, but here in the MidAtlantic region, it has been hot and muggy during the day, so flying has been
confined to early morning or early evening. I hope you have been getting in some
good flying. I am trying to brush-up on my 1965 Pattern maneuvers in preparation
of Fall Vintage Fly-In, where we are featuring a flashback to a 1965 Pattern Contest.
If you are within reasonable travel distance, I invite you all to bring your Class I, II or
III airplanes and come down to Salisbury, Maryland in October to see what it was
like “back in the day”. Here are the 1965 Pattern Rules and maneuvers, so you can
get started practicing.

1965 Radio Control Pattern Event Regulations

1. OBJECTIVE: To control by radio a model airplane so that various planned maneuvers may be accomplished. The criterion is the
quality of performance, not the not the mechanism of control. R/C competition is based on the excellence of performance of
the model’s maneuvers compared to similar maneuvers performed by a full-sized plane. Maneuvers will be judged according
to the AMA Radio Control Judges Guide.

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: Models may be of the reciprocation internal combustion engine powered type with no limit on
engine size or length of run, or of the towline glider type with no limit on length of towline. No modal may weigh more than
15 pounds gross weight ready for take-off.

3. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:
Consideration of safety for spectators, contest personnel, and other contestants are of the utmost importance in this event,
and the following safety provisions must be observed.
1. All models must pass a general Safety Inspection by the Event Director or his representatives before they are allowed to
compete.
2. Any flying over the Flight Line, pits, or a controlled spectator area will be cause for immediate disqualification of that flight.
3. Dangerous flying of any sort, or poor sportsmanship of any kind, shall be grounds for disqualification of the contestant
involved.
4. All planes entered must have rounded prop spinners, or some sort of safety cover on end of propeller shaft (such as a
rounded “acorn nut”).
5. Knife edge wings are not allowed.
6. All radio equipment and operation must conform to the regulations of the F.C.C. AMA membership cards and any F.A.A.
required documentation/identification shall be checked at every sanctioned meet.

4. GENERAL: The Radio Control Pattern Event shall be divided into three classes based on three primary aerodynamic axes of
control: Yaw, Pitch and Roll. Note: Primary controls – Rudder, Elevators, Ailerons. Auxiliary controls – any non-Primary
controls.
a. No radio equipment limitations or requirements in any class.

b. Engine control is permissible in all classes by any means.
a.

Class I—Planes controlled about the Yaw axis, by Rudder Control only. No auxiliary aerodynamic controls are
permitted (flaps, spoilers, etc.): No auxiliary non-flight controls are permitted. (brakes, steerable wheels, etc.)
Trim of the Rudder Control is permissible only if attainable with the basic actuator used for Rudder Control—no additional
servos, actuators, or devices are permitted. Rudder control permissible by any means—selective positioning, proportional, etc.
b.
Class II—Planes controlled about the Yaw and Pitch axes, by Rudder and Elevator control only. Rudder and elevator
control permissible by any means, simultaneously, independently, or otherwise. Auxiliary non-flight controls (brakes, steerable
wheels, etc.) are permitted without limitation or restriction. Auxiliary flight aerodynamic controls (flaps, spoilers, etc.) are not
permitted.
c.
Class III—Planes controlled about the Yaw, Pitch and Roll axes, by Rudder, Elevator and Aileron controls, with no
limitations or restrictions on primary aerodynamic controls, auxiliary aerodynamic controls or auxiliary non-flight controls.
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A Class I plane may be entered in either of the other classes at the option of the flier, and a Class II plane may be entered in Class
III. Scores for all three classes shall be listed separately. Contestant shall be permitted to enter only one of the three categories listed in
Para. 2 above. A plane is considered “entered” when it has completed an official flight.

3. NUMBER OF FLIGHTS: There shall be no limit on the number of flights (other than that imposed by time available). Contest officials
shall make every reasonable effort to ensure that all contestants receive equal opportunity to fly.

4. OFFICIAL FLIGHT: A flight is considered official if two maneuvers other than take-off and landing have been judged. An attempted
maneuver yielding zero points is still considered “judged”.

5. TIME LIMIT:
A Class I contestant is allotted a total of nine minutes.
A Class II contestant is allotted a total of eleven minutes.
A Class III contestant is allotted a total of eleven minutes.
In all classes the contestant must commence his flight within the first three minutes. When he fails to commence within the
three-minute time limit and is so informed by the judge, he must immediately clear the area for the next contestant. No engine
restarts are permitted after the first three-minute time limit -- engine restarts are permitted within the first three minutes of allotted
time and only prior to the second maneuver.

6. SCORING: The highest score for the total of two best flights shall be the winner. Maneuver points from repeat flights may not be
added to earlier flights. Each flight is considered complete. In the case of a tie, the third best flight score of the contestants
concerned shall be used to determine the winner. If only two flights have been scored during the normal contest time, the highest
single flight score of the contestants concerned shall determine the winner.

7. POINT SYSTEM: A point system shall be used to score maneuvers. Each maneuver shall be judged on a scale of zero to five.
8. FLIGHT PATTERN: The contestant must fly his entire flight according to the established Flight Pattern and in the order listed. The
contestant may waive any maneuver except those numbered 2 through 6. Maneuvers performed out of order will not be judged.
The contestant must call out each maneuver before he attempts to perform it. ALL THREE CLASSES WILL USE THE SAME FLIGHT
PLAN. (Except for maneuver 9a -9b).

9. MANEUVERS:
1. PROTO TAXI. Taxi downwind at least 50’, stop, turn at least 120 degrees into the wind.
2a. UNASSISTED ROG. No help of any kind release of plane.
2b. HAND LAUNCH. Mandatory zero points.
3. STRAIGHT FLIGHT. Approximately upwind and in line with the transmitter to marker 500’ away.
Judge will announce arrival over the marker. (Judges may reduce distance in windy weather). NOTE: On maneuvers 3-6,
maintain constant altitude for top points.
4. PROCEDURE TURN. 90-degree turn (away from pits and spectators) starting just beyond marker, followed immediately by a 270
degree turn opposite to the 90-degree turn.
5. STRAIGHT RETURN FLIGHT. From the marker back to in line with the transmitter.
6. FIGURE EIGHT. Axis perpendicular to wind. Smooth equal circles crossing over in line with the transmitter.
7. TOUCH AND GO. While traveling in a straight line, plane must land and take off again. In the judge’s opinion the plane must be
completely un airborne but must not stop on the runway.
WING OVER. 180-degree change in direction, with level recovery at the same altitude as entry.

8.
9. 9a. THREE CONTINUOUS HORIZONTAL AXIAL ROLLS. Straight and level recovery on the same heading as
Entry.
9b. CLASS I AND CLASS II planes may substitute three continuous barrel rolls for the above.
10.
IMMELMANN TURN. Half loop followed by half roll at top. Level recovery at higher altitude than entry.

11.
12.

THREE CONTINUOUS INSIDE LOOPS. Smooth, round, equal sized, all at the same altitude. Straight and level recovery.

FOUR POINT ROLL. One complete axial roll with a pause in the roll and a short by obvious straight flight at each 90-degree
point of the roll.
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13.
14.
15.

THREE CONTINUOUS OUTSIDE LOOPS. Smooth, round, equal sixed, all at the same altitude. Straight and level recovery.
CUBAN EIGHT. Horizontal eight performed by means of two delayed Immelmann turns. (See diagram.)

THREE TURN TRUE SPIN. (Not spiral dive). Model must enter spin from a stalled attitude. Three complete turns, recovery on
the same heading as entry.
16.
INVERTED FIGURE EIGHT. Smooth equal circles, cross over opposite the transmitter. No restrictions as to how inverted flight
starts, however entry and recovery must be inverted.
17.
ROLLING EIGHT. One inside loop followed by a half roll immediately followed by another inside loop followed by a half roll.
Entry and recovery on the same level. Maneuver creates a vertical eight with one loop above and the other below the entry, recovery
axis.
18.
TAIL SLIDE. Under moderate power the model is allowed to stall in a vertical attitude. After a controlled slide downward on
the tail, the model recovers normal flight at the same level from which the initial stall was entered.
19.
VERTICAL EIGHT. Level entry, one half inside loop, one complete outside loop, one half inside loop and level recovery at the
same altitude as entry. The complete maneuver is an eight in the vertical plane with all parts of the figure above the entry – recovery
altitude.
20.
TRAFFIC PATTERN APPROACH TO LANDING. Fly the runway heading upwind from the transmitter, turn 90 degrees away from
the pits to cross wind, fly straight 50’, turn 90 degrees down wind, fly as far as the contestant feels is necessary to make a safe
approach. All turns must be made at a safe altitude. Judges are required to give zero points for this maneuver if in their opinion turns
are made at unsafe altitudes. Turn 90 degrees to base leg, finally turn upwind on to the final leg and begin to descend. Maneuver is
complete when plane is within 6’ of ground.
21.
LANDING PERFECTION. Smooth approach, smooth landing with no bounce---Full points graduated to minimum points for
extremely rough approach, rough landing with bounce but without nose-over due to poor control. (Might be due to poor surface
conditions.) Mandatory zero points for nose-over, intentional dive in, or landing not within clear view of the Judges.
22.
SPOT LANDING. The spot shall consist of a circle 100’ in diameter. For landing within this circle with the main gear of the
plane, the Judges will award points equal to those earned in the LANDING PERFECTION.
23.
PROTO TAXI TO HANGER. After touching down, model is taxied over and brought to a stop with the main landing gear within a
3’ circle designated as the “hanger”. Said “hanger’ to be outlined close to the start line for the take-off proto taxi.
10. FIELD PROCEDURE:
The procedures listed below are suggested and may be altered by the Event
Director to fit local conditions.

a.
b.

All R/C contestants shall be set up in “pits”, at spot assigned by Event Director, so they will be under his immediate control.

There will be no testing of transmitters or receivers during the flying period. Transmitters may be impounded at the discretion
of the Event Director. Any person causing interference will suffer immediate disqualification.
c.
The flight order shall be determined by position of contestants’ signatures on a single Flight List held by Event Director or his
representative. This List shall include all classes and frequencies. Contestants shall have his name on the List only once at any one
time. Names may be moved to the bottom of the List on request, but trading of positions with other contestants is not allowed. When
a contest is to be continued on a following day, the Flight List shall carry over from day to day. d. Event Director shall carry out
following procedure:
1.
Numbers 1,2 and 3 on Flight List shall be on the flight line with their models, equipment, and one helper, if desired.
No. 1 is contestant flying or ready to fly. No. 2 is the next man to fly, etc.
2.
The No. 1 man shall have 3 minutes from completion of proceeding flight in which to release the model for the start
of his flight. False starts are permitted within the 3-minute limit. Failing to start flight within this limit, contestant must
immediately remove his plane and equipment to the pits. It shall be the responsibility of Event Director or his representative
to notify contestant of start and end of the 3-minute period.
3.
Numbers 4,5 and 6 on the Flight List shall have their planes and equipment in a ready box located near the flight line.
As soon as a flight is completed, the No. 4 man becomes No. 3 and shall be required to move his model and equipment onto
the flight line. If he is not on hand to do so, he shall be dropped from the Flight List and the List advanced to fill his place. The
Event Director or his representative shall be responsible for notifying contestants when they are to move to the ready box or
flight line.
11. OFFICIALS. An Event Director, a Dispatcher-Recorder and Judges are the essential officials for an R/C Event. If possible, the
Dispatcher-Recorder should have at least two helpers.
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Each flight should be judged by at least two judges with their scores averaged to give final score for the flight. It is suggested that
each maneuver be scored immediately after it is performed. Judges shall score maneuvers individually and without consulting between
them. There should be enough judges available to establish a rotational procedure which will average out variations in judging.

Hall of Fame and 2022 Theme planes
As Vice President, one of my duties is to organize the selection of the VR/CS Hall-of-Fame inductee. We have recently completed this
task and we had a tie for first place, so this year we will induct two new members of the Hall-of-Fame. The HOF inductees will be
announced at the Spirit of Selinsgrove Reunion banquet in Owego, NY over the Labor Day weekend.
Speaking of two’s, one of my other duties is to chair the Theme Plane Committee. The Committee met (via Zoom) and from our
preliminary list we have selected the Don Dewey designed and Sterling kitted 1965 Royal Coachman as our 2022 Theme Plane. But wait,
there is more! We have also decided to add a second Theme plane, a “Blast from the Past”, in the form of the Goldberg Falcon 56. So,
dust off all of those old 56’s you built back in 2006 and get them ready to campaign again in 2022.
The Royal Coachman I believe is a super choice for Theme Plane, as it is a snap to build and a real kick to fly. It will take any engine from
an .09 to a .15, and any one to three channel radio including Galloping Ghost, but please don’t put ailerons on it! The Royal Coachman is
also our featured kit for this issue. Plans are readily available on-line and Bob Leserve of Laser Design Services has graciously agreed to
provide kits and parts for the Royal Coachman. Here are the details:
Laser cut Semi-Kit and Plan: $68 plus shipping. (See the parts layout below.)
Just Wing Ribs package: $16
Wood Pack to complete the model: $22 (includes 8 ea. 3/32x4x24; 2 ea. 1/4x1/2x36; 4 ea. 1/4x1/4x36)
They apologize for the astronomical price of balsa these days. The Royal Coachman can be built in one or two evenings, maybe a week
for the slowpokes like me. If you want a kit, order it from store.laser-design-services.com or contact Bob directly at
limeybob@sbcglobal.net . Here are some pictures and plans.
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Above are the parts supplied with the LDS Semi-Kit.
That’s all for this issue. Have fun out there.
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Welcome to the new members who joined VRCS in
June and July:

Mick Hart Olympia, WA - Floyd Lancaster Freeport, FL - Leonard Bulfone Hereford, AZ
Ian McInnes Puyallup, WA - William Bayer Wichita, KS - Robert Swider Rochester, PA
Richard Blackham Murrysville, PA - Richard Moss Santa Ana, CA
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000OOOOOOO

North West Region
By Bruce Tharpe
Due to the overwhelming response to my last column (one email, thanks John), I will continue with more
about the life of my friend and well-known modeler, Claude McCullough.
I've seen him referred to as "Mac" by noted writers, like Bill Winters, so I figured you really had to be in his
inner circle to call him that, but he was always Claude to me. He never told me to "call him Mac" or
anything else, so maybe they just got it in their head that he liked it. Or, maybe I never made it to his inner circle...
Early on - long before I came around - Claude ran a farm near Ottumwa, Iowa and made his living as a pig farmer. This became
known to me, not because every article or column written about him in modeling magazines had to mention it (I have a binder
full), but because of a tattered old newspaper clipping that was taped to a door at the Sig factory. The headline read "Pig Farmer
Flies Model Airplanes" and the article went on to describe Claude's unusual hobby and his flying achievements. Guess that was
newsworthy in Iowa back in the day. I don't know for sure if he taped it to that door, but he certainly never took it down!
You might remember Hal deBolt's column in MAN called the "Golden Age of Radio Control". One month, he started off with some
memories of Claude. After mentioning that Claude had been a pig farmer, Hal wrote... "At meets, he always exhorted us to "Eat
pork!"
Claude may be best known for his incredible string of world-class scale models. But I admire him most as a model designer and
the variety of designs that he created over the years. He
started with competition free flight snd control-line models,
ultimately moving on to RC. In a 1952 Air Trails magazine,
an article said that he was retiring from free flight and
"concentrating on RC, since he believes that the most
satisfactory form of crack-up is one you can control." I can
see him now, slyly smiling at his own joke.
So it's here that Claude became an RC pioneer. Before he
was hired in Montezuma, Claude designed numerous RC
models that would be interesting VRCS projects. It's difficult
to piece together a timeline for these models (in other
words, it's hard to say which came first), so allow me to
describe a few of his creations in no particular order...
Electra. This early-RC model looked bizarre, but there was
solid reasoning behind every design decision. Although
never published, Claude described this model in detail in the
March 1947 issue of Model Airplane News. The 8-foot wing
and pusher engine were mounted at the top of a tall cabin,
that in turn was removable from its long, skinny fuselage
that hung below. The model sported tricycle landing gear
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with
a

steerable nose wheel (actually two nose wheels, side-by-side), an unusual feature for the time.
Chariot. Similar to the Electra, Claude's Chariot used a high-mounted engine (helped save props!) and tricycle landing gear. In this
case, the tractor engine was on a pylon that exited the fuselage aft of the wing. This is a much smaller design, spanning only five
feet. The Chariot was published in the April 1957 issue of American Modeler and free plans can be found on Outerzone
https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=2576
Boxcar/Whizard Mk. II. These are fairly generic shoulder-wing designs, especially
compared to the Electra and the Chariot. The Boxcar in particular would make for a
nice rudder-and-elevator VRCS model. The problem is, Claude never published the
designs or drew detailed plans. Fortunately. Frank Zaic documented the models with
drawings that at least provide the shapes and outer dimensions.
Baby Buggy/Wagon/Go Cart. Apparently, Claude went through a phase where he
was deep into experimenting with different landing gear layouts. His Baby Buggy
featured four main wheels, and his Wagon had five! To my knowledge, these designs
were not published or documented beyond a few photos. Maybe someone in our
group knows more? (Wagon 3-view appears in Aeromodeller April 1956, p. 211)
Of course, Claude went on to get hired by Sig and develop dozens of kits like the
Kadet, Kougar, and Kavalier (all the "K" models), and they remain popular vintage
projects to today. What a talent.
-Bruce Tharpe, VRCS Membership Chairman
Rogue River, Oregon 541-582-1708
North West Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items,
including ideas for VRCS events at your field, winter building activities, and any
other VRCS related items that may be on your mind. Please contact me at
bruce@btemodels.com or 541-582-1708
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North East Region
By Jeff Troy
I’ll keep short this issue because I’m prepping my fading brain for the upcoming Lancaster County Vintage
Celebration & Triathlon. Please see the entry form elsewhere in this newsletter, and join us if you can for two
days of solid vintage fun, good food, and great prizes.
One of our Lancaster event sponsors has been Bill Stevens of Stevens AeroModel (stevensaero.com), who for several years has
sent us a 4CVharlie full kit to offer for the prize/raffle
tables. Although this will not be a vintage-qualifying
model for several years to come, it surely has classic
vintage lines and it flies beautifully. The airplane is kind
of a reduced-size mash-up between an Astro-Hog and a
Smog Hog. I liked this model so much that I bought one
from Bill at the last Toledo Show. Pictured below is my
own 4Charlie, done up in the Stevens layout but with
different colors of ToughLON film from The World
Models.
I’ve been doing this column for a while now, and the first
and only submission I’ve had comes from one of our
Northeast District VRCS members—Bill Davidson in
Maryland. I met Bill back in 1990 when I managed a
hobby shop for a short time in South Jersey. Bill recently
converted an old and tired Pro Line transmitter to
2.4Ghz, so he sent in a nice article to tell us all how he
did it. It’s a good read, and I think you’ll like it.
Here’s Bill, and that’s all for me.
Build straight and fly safely. We’ll do this again.
North East Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,
winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind. Please contact me at
jefftroy@aol.com or 717-917-3670
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Converting a Legacy Transmitter to 2.4Ghz
By Bill Davidson (billgstra@gmail.com)
Back in the day, I had always wanted a Pro Line radio, but they were always out of my price range. More recently, however, I
acquired a Competition Six. The transmitter was in really nice condition, so I cleaned the outside with presoaked gun cleaning
pads. Thankfully the encoder was in working condition.
Pro Line radios used a unique battery consisting of two 4.8-Volt packs wired into the switch. I replaced the red (positive) wires
because of black corrosion, and then wired power and ground into a Molex connector from a servo extension. For my conversion,
I’m using a 2200mAh two-cell Li-Po that I secured to back of the transmitter case with Velcro.
My next step was to remove the Pro Line RF deck and replace it with a 2.4Ghz DIY module from Lemon RX. Because some legacy
encoders are very sensitive to high frequency emissions, I double-side-foam-taped the RF board to the inside top of the case, as
far away from the encoder as possible. It requires positive, ground and PPM signal and an antenna connections. These can be
soldered directly to the board, or the included three-pin connector can be soldered in and an RC connector plugged in. All of the
directions are online at www.lemon-rx.com. I made two copper washers to mount the antenna because the hole in the case was
larger than the SMA connector for the antenna. I also opened the stock bezel so that the antenna would be a snug fit.
I did all of the wiring using one servo extension. Pro Line uses black, red, and yellow for power, ground, and PPM. To find the PPM
line, I powered up and probed with a Voltmeter. PPM voltage will be lower than battery voltage, and the RF deck needs to see a
high of 1.5 to 12V DC and low of 0.5 or less. A dropping resister is built into the Lemon deck, although you may need to add a
dropping resister in the PPM feed. The Pro Line didn’t need one and most won’t; I mention this in passing because it’s a major
cause of failure to bind.

My finished transmitter

2200mAh LiPo battery mounted
inside of the case
VINTAGE FLIER

RF and antenna mounting

The Power connection

The Lemon module works with Spektrum DSM2 and DSMX receivers. There is a bind
button and an LED on the module, and two additional solder traces if you wish to add an
external bind button. It auto-detects receiver mode, however channel mapping remains
whatever the original transmitter output was, so you can’t depend on the labeling of
your Spektrum receivers.
One modification I still need to do is to add a circuit to turn the meter into an ESV. That
would be easy, but couldn’t wait to fly it—and with a 2200mAh battery it should operate
all summer on a charge. I also chose to not wire in a charge circuit because I don’t want
to charge my LiPo when it’s installed inside of the case.
If you are converting an older transmitter without a servo-reversing feature, when using
an esc you may need to add a servo reverser when using an ESC. You can easily guess
how I found that!
I have roughly 20 flights with my “new” Pro Line transmitter, and I couldn’t be happier
with it. The range is at least as good as any of my Spektrum radios. Please stay tuned as I
tinker a little more with vintage gear. Dig out your old radios, clean ’em up, and fly your
vintage airplanes with vintage gear.
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South Central Region
By George Wilson

Recently, Mike discussed the introduction of the OSMW Kaos 60 kit. I always wanted one and, being a previous
customer of OSMW, I knew about it early and bought one. Of course it goes into the queue of future projects
but at least I have the kit now. Fortuitously, at the last meeting of the Boerne Area Model Society (BAMS, one
of my clubs) I obtained a, essentially, RTF Tower Kaos 40. Someone leaving the area donated several airplanes
to the club to raise money and I got this one. It took a little work to make if flyable but it is a really good flyer.
I asked if SC Region Members to send my pictures of their aircraft but, perhaps because of the pervasive bad weather in the area
this spring, I have received none. I did, however, receive pictures from my friend and UK VRCS member Alisdair Clark. We have
been friend for a long time sharing a passion for aviation fuel (our profession), aviation history and model aviation.
Alisdair says “The aircraft is a scale model designed in 1952 by Ron Young and kitted by Mercury, a famous British model aircraft
firm of some years ago. All traditional construction of balsa, ply, piano wire and tissue, about 66” wingspan, 3 lb flying weight.
The original was free flight with a rudder only option shown on the plan. Details available from:
https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=4461 . The model is a popular vintage option over here.
Some changes made to accommodate 3 channel radio (rudder, elevator, and throttle) and electric (ca. 250 watts, 11 x 5.5” prop,
2200 mAh 3S lipo). This gives about 17 minutes scale flight with 30% reserve. A key structural change was to the wing fixing – the
dowel-stub / tube method on the plan is fine for free flight but folds with weight /loading of radio. Folks have used various
alternatives, but I selected dowel / rubber band method to keep things looking traditional.”
In addition to building the model to fly, Alisdair has included an FPV style camera to record the flights. He hasn’t tried FPV yet but
is considering it. Please enjoy the included photos, especially that bird’s eye view of the English countryside.

Finally, let me remind the region of the upcoming event we are co-sponsoring with the San Antonio Prop Busters. This is their
annual Build’n’Fly event for modeler built models. It always attracts a number of vintage airplanes so this seemed the perfect
venue for us, in this region. Please see the flyer in the newsletter for details.
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South Central Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,
winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind. Please contact me at
grw3flies@aol.com or 210-838-1429.
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South West Region
By Robert Nunes
Were back again members, hope everyone is doing fine and getting some flying in. Out here in Ca. we have
been going through a heat wave recently, temps have been hitting 105-110 so my flying has been limited.
However we also have monthly float flies 7 months out of the year so if you get hot you just jump in the lake
for a few min. lol.
A member of our local club brought in a couple of oldies to our July club meeting. The first model was a
Sterling models Stinson SR-8 that had been electrified and a 1940’s design that had been built from plans and is powered by a
Enya .15. For the life of me I can’t remember the name of the model so if anyone recognizes the model let me know what it is. I
have enclosed some pictures of the two models.
Our vintage meet is still a go for Nov.13th. The weather should be nice that time of the year, it’s usually in the high 60’s to the low
70’s with little to no wind. Perfect for some old type of flying. Again for questions on our club event, my e-mail is below or you can
join our face book group page. Just go to face book groups, look up MARCS and ask to join.
Column is a little short this month, but I will have an update on my projects next time plus some pictures.
Till next time, build vintage.
Robert Nunes

South West Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,
winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind.
Please contact me at rob_nunes2003@yahoo.com or 559-906-2910
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North Central Region
By David Swanson

North Central Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS
events at your field, winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your
mind. Please contact me at w9eu@hotmail.com or 815-997-7755.

South East Region
By Rodney Earp
South East Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for
VRCS events at your field, winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be
on your mind. Please contact me at vintagercse@gmail.com or 919-634-5129.
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2.4GHz Range checking
by
Dan Thompson
A fellow flier crashed three different airplanes on successive days. He would do a
range check before each flight. The range check was OK and he would take off and
after a few seconds, the plane would crash. The 2.4 GHz radio system was by a
prominent manufacture and the range check was according to the instruction
manual.
One of his flying buddies decided to do a full range check by taking the transmitter
and going about 1800 feet, still in sight of the plane which was on a flight stand at 3
feet off the ground. Communications was via cell phones. This range check failed. It
was determined that the transmitter was always putting out the power that was
equivalent to the range check power even in flying mode.
Around 2005 I bought the XPS transmit module and receivers and installed them in
an ACE MicroPro8000 transmitter. At the time XPS did a range check by removing the
antenna. After stepping the required distance I would go much further until the radio
connection was lost. At this point I replaced the antenna to see if the system would
re-link. If it did, I knew that the antenna was working.
Later XPS systems had a range check function and removing the antenna was not
recommended.
As you probably surmise, in range check mode, the power is reduced. I don't know
the circuit that is used to reduce the power, but I need to know when it works. My
range check procedure is as follows.
Put the transmitter in range check mode. Do your range check normally. If it passes,
go a little farther and place the transmitter near or on the ground to see if the plane
quits responding. If it doesn't quit, go a little farther until it does. Once it is confirmed
that the connection is lost, take the transmitter out of range check mode. If the plane
re-links you are good to go. This simple procedure just verified that the transmitter
did produce more power in normal mode.
This range check would have prevented the crashes like those above.
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Advertising Rates for the VINTAGE FLIER
Cost of Ads:
¼ Page 4x5 - $10.00 per issue - available per year only
¼ Page 4x5 - $50.00 per year - 6 issues save $10.00
½ Page 8x5 - $20.00 per issue
½ Page 8x5 - $95.00 per year - 6 issues save $25.00
Full Page 8x10 - $40.00 per issue
Full Page 8x10 - $190.00 per year - 6 issues save $50.00
Ads must be submitted by the 1st of the month, one month prior to publication.
We are a bimonthly publication starting Jan/Feb.
Payment is due at the time the ad is placed.
Ad copies should be mailed to James Fuller, 3901 Springwood Dr., Clovis, NM 88101 or emailed
to james@plateautel.net.
For questions email the same address or call 575-769-0912.
Payment by check: mail to: Rick Bell VRCS Treasurer 38 Lexton Drive Farmington, CT 06032
PayPal payments to: vrcs-treasurer@vintagercsociety.org
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